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Valuing the coastal carbon sink: 
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In order to protect these habitats, we first need to quantify them:

placing an economic value on natural capital requires first and

foremost knowing how much of it there is!

Habitat mapping is sparse: estimates of global saltmarsh and

seagrass extent range from 200,000 to 1,000,000 km2 2.

Coastal ecosystems are complex: carbon budgets are not well

defined, often relying on the extrapolation of sparse data.

Uncertainties are large: sequestration rates and storage

capacities are often quoted +/- 50% or more2.

Carbon valuations fluctuate: global market fluctuations make the

future value per ton of CO2 difficult to predict.

For a true appreciation of coastal Blue Carbon to be reached, an

interdisciplinary approach to each of these problems is required.
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Coastal wetlands: more potent carbon sinks than forests

Sometimes likened to ‘forests of the sea’, highly productive coastal wetlands such as tidal

salt marsh, seagrass meadows and mangroves are among nature’s most potent carbon

sinks1.

These habitats bridge the physical and biogeochemical gap between land and sea, being

found on the edge of the marine environment and playing an important role in marine

nutrient cycling whilst utilising atmospheric CO2 for energy production just like their

terrestrial counterparts.

The plants in these key habitats have also proven themselves to be remarkably efficient

long term carbon stores, outperforming terrestrial forests both in terms of the quantity of

carbon stored and duration of storage2.

Increasing CO2 emissions and global climate change demand a

rapid response, and a timely valuation of the carbon sink capacity

of coastal wetlands will only be reached through a robust

synthesis of existing data in tandem with novel, high resolution

studies of the associated habitat specific carbon budgets.

Interdisciplinary collaborations, data sharing and an innovative

approach from scientists is now more essential than ever5.

Policy makers and coastal practitioners should view the

preservation of these highly productive coastal wetlands as an

investment in the future, not just in terms of global climate change

mitigation but as an economic lever for the protection of the

ecosystem services on which we all rely.
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Carbon sequestration and storage are not the only things of

value offered by coastal wetlands. They offer a huge range of

provisioning (food, water, raw materials) cultural (recreation,

tourism, spiritual) and regulating (local climate control) services

which are of huge economic and social value on both local and

global scales3.

Careful management of these habitats has the potential to

maximise human benefit without destroying them for future

generations, but often times successful management is

hindered by limited funding streams.

Blue carbon accounting is a relatively new field, bringing

together multiple scientific disciplines to quantify the carbon

storage capacity of these habitats. It aims to place a market

value per area of habitat, much like terrestrial carbon credit

schemes already in force, and has the potential to open up new

funding streams which could in turn be used to better protect

and manage these habitats and ensure the longevity of the full

suite of coastal ecosystem services4.


